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Linda Seifried, our friend and long time active
Susquehanna Chapter member, passed away
peacefully at her home on April 23, 2022, with
her family present and with the support from
Helios Hospice Care.
We are grateful for Linda’s many years of
dedication to our chapter, and appreciate her love
of the Adirondacks and all places forever wild.

Updating Oneonta’s Water Supply ~1990
Art Palmer, SUNY Oneonta (retired) 2022
The original water source for Oneonta consisted of two small lakes on Oneonta Creek, still located along upper East Steet,
north of the City. Dams had been installed to increase their capacity. They were reliable sources for many decades, but as
demand increased, it became clear in the early 1980s that they would eventually be unable to maintain the required flow
rate. The City Engineer at that time, Dick Olton, contacted me (SUNY Oneonta hydrology & geophysics prof.), about the
prospect of installing a high-capacity well to augment the water supply. The water would be pumped up to the city water
treatment plant on East Street from a favorable source just north of the Susquehanna River.
Our attention focused on
Catella Park, which borders
the Susquehanna. An existing
delivery pipe was already in
place between an artificial
millrace and the water
treatment plant – but because
the water was fed from stream
water that was already very
cold in winter, the pipe would
periodically freeze. However,
water pumped from the ground
at ~45 deg F would not freeze
because it’s too warm, even in
winter. The local well water is
also less prone to
contamination than stream
water. A quick calculation
showed that the well water
LOCATION OF CATELLA PARK, WITH SUSQUEHANNA RIVER SHOWN IN LOWER RIGHT AND I-88 TO THE NORTH.
NEAWHA PARK IS LOCATED TO LEFT OF NNW-SSE-ORIENTED INTERSTATE ACCESS ROAD. THE MILL RACE IS THE would freeze in the delivery
CURVED CHANNEL FORMING THE NORTHERN BOUNDARY OF THE PARK. WELL LOCATIONS ARE NOT SHOWN
pipe only if exposed to
FOR REASONS OF SECURITY.
sustained air temperatures
colder than about 50 degrees below zero! Thus was hatched the plan to drill a new well capable of supplying Oneonta
with high quality ground water. This would also put less strain on the treatment plant, thanks to the filtering action of the
thick, fine-grained sediment overlying the sand and gravel layer. (“Water”, cont. on page 3)

ADK SUSQUEHANNA CHAPTER Summer 2022 OUTING SCHEDULE
Riders should contribute a fair share toward gas. Each trip’s leader must have all participants sign the
liability release form, which may be downloaded from our website: www.susqadk.org.
It is the hiker’s responsibility to check with the leader to see if a hike is cancelled. If you have any
questions regarding a hike, including CANCELLATION:
1) CONTACT THE TRIP LEADER
2) Check the website
3) Check e-mail messages.

Date

July

August

Leaders

Phone
Number

Destination

5

Ruth Schaeffer

607-988-7036

Hunt’s Pond, South New Berlin

12

Jim & Carolyn Austin

607-437-5734

Arnold Lake State Forest

19

Art & Peggy Palmer

607-432-6024

SUNY Oneonta College Camp

26

Betsy Cunniingham

607-437-3758

Woodland Park, Jefferson

2

Maureen Dresser

607-286-9821

Finger Lakes Trail, near Walton

9

Tom & Roberta Austin

607-865-6540

Palmer Hill, Andes

16

Jann & Jack Ewen

607-432-1269

Fortin Park

23

Sarah Patterson

607-432-6284

Van Cleft Trail, Wilber Park

30

Jendy Murphy & Paul
Wehren
Art & Peggy Palmer

518-605-5642

Upper Riddell State Park

607-432-6024

Oneonta Water Supply History Tour

13

Tracy Verma

607-353-9620

New Island, Oneonta

20

Linda Pearce

607-432-8969

Milford State Forest

27

Bill & Kathy Holmstrom 607-988-7180

September 6

Mud Lake

A Few Guidelines/Reminders for Trip Leaders for Susquehanna Chapter
1) No more than six days prior to the outing, send information to Moira Beach at adksusq@gmail.com
who will forward it to those on the e-mail list. Information should include location, approximate
distance and difficulty, meeting time and/or carpooling info, as well as your name, phone number
and e-mail address.
2) If a trip has to be cancelled, notify Moira by e-mail at adksusq@gmail.com as soon as possible. Also,
you can call Linda (607-432-8969) or Diane (607-432-9391) if a decision is made on Tuesday morning.
3) When the Liability Release Form has been signed by all participants, turn it in to Linda Pearce. The
Form can be downloaded from the Website www.susqadk.org.
4) If you should be asked about bringing a dog on the outing, our chapter’s policy is not to allow dogs.
An exception would be if a leader is on their own property, and chooses to have their own dog along,
and the dog does not pose a problem for the hikers in any way.
5) Following the outing, you may send a trip report to Linda Pearce at lpearce42@yahoo.com to be
posted on the website and it will later appear in Foot-Loose!.
If you have any further questions, contact Linda Pearce, 607-432-8969, lpearce42@yahoo.com or
Diane Aaronson, 607-432-9391, daaronson@stny.rr.com
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(“Water”, cont. from page 1)
We arranged for an experienced team of SUNY Oneonta students to run geophysical surveys across the area (electrical
resistivity, gravity, and seismology) to determine the depth to bedrock throughout the Park. Their calculations turned out
to be quite accurate. A driller was hired to probe the ground for an ideal well site. But where? The local bedrock is unable
to deliver the desired flow of water, so we would need to drill into river-deposited sediment that was rich in gravel (or,
less suitably, sand). I made an X in the dirt next to the Millrace (see map, page 3). How deep was the bedrock beneath the
surface? “About 200 feet” I suggested, on the basis of the students’ gravity surveys. At 199 feet the drill encountered a
thin gravel bed, and at exactly 200 feet it reached bedrock! Big rise in credibility, but bad news for the water supply – the
gravel was not thick enough!
So, expanding the geophysical surveys with seismic and gravitational measurements, we (again mainly the students)
explored the area toward the Susquehanna and located a promising location with sand and gravel about 50 to 70 feet thick,
half-way between the Millrace and the river. Calculation of the pumping drawdown and flow rate suggested an excellent
zone capable of supplying Oneonta’s current needs when hooked up to the water treatment plant on East Street.
We still needed to do a well test to determine the maximum feasible pumping rate. The Water Resources students were
available to help. An older student, John Kucewicz (pronounced “Ka-SEV-itch”), returning for his master’s degree,
supervised the project as part of his thesis study. A valid well test needs to run continuously for 3 days, with frequent
measurements of drawdown (= drop in water level in the well); and this is what we did. The family of one of the local
students (Mike Brownell) owned a camper-trailer and offered it for our use as a mobile office. It was hauled to the well
site, and several students volunteered to take shifts monitoring the drop in water level. A depth gauge was dropped down
the well, and when the probe hit water the monitor beeped, and the depth was measured from markers on the line.
Measurements had to be made frequently at first, while the water-level dropped rapidly, but could be spaced at
increasingly long intervals because the rate of water-level decline slows with time. (The “drawdown” of the groundwater
spreads out over an increasingly broad area as the water level drops.)
With John and Mike in charge, I was confident that the job would be done properly, and there were three or more good
folks on hand to help at any time. Early in the test, I was scheduled to give a talk in the southeastern corner of the state,
and my wife Peggy and I returned to Oneonta at about 1 a.m. Why not stop at the well site to see how the test was going?
Let’s see – a handful of guys in a cozy trailer staying up all night – perhaps we should have expected a party in full
progress! But we trusted the team. We knocked on the door, and a couple of
seconds later it whipped open, revealing a small group clustered around a table
with calculators, graph paper, etc., recording the water-level drop and estimating
the well capacity, while others rose from a nap, ready for their turn at the
measurements. We were lucky to have such a team. No one was getting paid,
because everyone agreed that the experience alone was ample compensation.
The concepts and calculations were fairly simple, based on training from several
hydrology and geology courses, and the equipment was available from the
SUNY Earth Sciences Department (now Earth and Atmospheric Sciences). On
graduation, John, Mike, and others were immediately employed by hydrology
firms in other states, and another still works at the water treatment plant on East
Street. The others also continued in the field after obtaining graduate degrees at
other schools.
The well test gave highly positive results, and over the next few weeks the well
was “completed” by a professional drilling team at about 200 ft deep and 1-foot
diameter (with a narrower pipe inside through which the water is actually
withdrawn). The pump house is clearly visible next to the fence that separates
Catella Park from the Susquehanna River. The system has worked well since it
went into service around 1991. The water quality is fine, but to be certain it is
still given modest treatment at the water treatment plant on East Street. From
there it is pumped through pipes to various storage tanks, such as those located
at SUNY, Hartwick College, and nearby facilities with a large water demand.
Tanks that we see along hiking trails above Hartwick College and Job Corps are
part of the system.

EARLY VERSION OF HOUSING FOR THE
COMPLETED WELL IN CATELLA PARK, ~1990.
FORMER CITY ENGINEER RICHARD OLTON (ABOVE)
AND PEGGY PALMER (BELOW)

A second well has been installed along the Susquehanna valley near the first well, but it is being left inactive until needed.
Although each will have a slight effect on the yield of the other, they are separated enough (roughly 200 feet) that their
interaction will be small. The new well can be put on line when needed. The gravel body is even thicker at the new well,
and the well diameter is larger, both of which favor a large well yield. Together, these wells should meet all of Oneonta’s
water needs (in supply, quality, and stability) for many decades.
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First Potluck Meeting in Two Years!
Our chapter plans to hold our first meeting and potluck supper on Wednesday, September 21. We will meet in
the large room at Elm Park Methodist Church on Chestnut St. Oneonta. Come any time after 5:30 and bring a dish to
pass, a beverage (other than coffee), and your tableware. We will begin to eat at 6:00. Dinner will be followed by our
first program of the fall season. The program will be an update on the past, present and FUTURE of our Greenway. The
speakers will be Donna Vogler, long time president of the Greenway committee, and Al Cleinman, incoming chair of the
Future for Oneonta Foundation (FOF), both partners in the Greenway project. Al will provide an overview of FOF’s new
strategic plan and discuss a variety of projects on which FOF is working. A native of Otsego County, Mr. Cleinman owns
Cleinman Performance Partners, based in Oneonta, which is the leading business development consultancy for
optometrists.

In addition…
We are planning to continue our summer picnic meetings on the Third Wednesday of July and August. Both
picnics with be at the far pavilion in Fortin Park. There are picnic tables under the shelter. Bring a dish to pass, your own
drinks, table ware, and maybe a chair if you want. We will meet at 5:30 and expect to start eating at 5:45. Take a walk
around the park after eating.
July 20 - Potluck 5:30 Fortin Park
August 17 -Potluck 5:30 Fortin Park

Volunteers Needed
As we resume meeting each third Wednesday with a potluck supper, we will need two volunteers each dinner
meeting to set up and clean up afterwards. The job includes setting up the tables with table cloths, putting out water,
setting up the serving table, making coffee, seeing that things are picked up before the speaker begins, and that all items
are clean and stored away until the next meeting. Items can be stored at the church.
Jean and Joe Seroka did all this for many years at each of our meetings. Now we need volunteers to take their
place. If we have a group who becomes familiar with the jobs, the same people do not have to do every meeting. Please
contact Aleda if you are willing to help -607-267-4586

Our New and Rejoining Members
We are always happy to welcome new and rejoining members to our Susquehanna club. If you are a new member
and plan to attend your first Tuesday morning hike or our recently reinstated potluck dinners starting in September, please
introduce yourself to your fellow ADKers. To our established members, please seek out our new members on our weekly
hikes and monthly dinner meetings and give them a warm welcome. Here are our new and rejoining members:
Tom Landon
Peg and John Odell
Ruby Rogan

Chris Shughrue
Joyce Starr

Remembering Currie
The many friends of Currie Marr made memorial donations in his name to Susquehanna Chapter of ADK. The
gifts are being held by ADK main club and will be used to fund a teen from Otsego or Delaware County to participate in
one of the ADK's Teen Programs. In addition, some funds were used to purchase a pathway stone in memory of Currie.
The paver stones will form a new pathway from the Adirondack Loj to Heart Lake. Check the inside cover of the MayJune issue of ADIRONDAC for information.
DR. CURRIE MARR
The three line inscription on the paver stone will read:
BIOLOGY SUNY
SUSQUEHANNA
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Susquehanna Chapter is happy to
announce that we have two new
officers!

A Better Way to Receive
FOOT-LOOSE!
If you would like to reduce paper waste, save
the club a little money, and prefer to see the
newsletter in color, please consider contacting
the newsletter editor to state your newsletter
delivery preference as email version only.

Secretary - Roberta Austin
Treasurer - Tom Austin

Conservation Corner
Hiker Control…
ADK Mountain Club is in agreement with DEC
Commissioner Basil Seggos in holding off permits for High
Peaks areas. We should instead look at what problems are
confronting the High Peaks and come up with a reasonable
plan to combat them. The High Peaks region has been
pushed for years for visitors. Now that we have them we are
wanting to limit them. Trail management is the most logical
response. With a limited number of Forest Rangers and
Stewards, this is an area that needs to be addressed.
Many educational efforts have been made. Backcountry
educational tables by DEC, summit stewards and
backcountry stewards have been hard at work in popular
PHOTO CREDIT: CARL HEIMAN II
areas such as Keene, Lake Placid, and a rest area on the
Northway. Leave no Trace principles have been taught by
ADK Mountain Club, DEC, Protect the Adirondacks, and other partners. With the increase in hiker traffic comes more
pollution, improper human waste disposal, camping above 4,000 feet, illegal tree cutting, and erosion issues. Bottom line
is more education is needed, and will always be needed, regardless of a permit system.
Enforcement is needed. New York has done a wonderful job spending millions of dollars to attract visitors. Now
they need to spend the money to educate crowds and protect our more than 2.6 million acres of Forest Preserve.
Increasing the number of forest rangers in the woods and not giving them meter-maid duties along state highways.
Rangers will increase enforcement of the laws and help with education where it’s needed the most – on the trails. Adding
more assistant forest rangers could be a big part of the DEC’s trail education efforts. The state has limited parking in
some of the most popular areas but has not provided funding for increased officers to enforce these limitations.
Extreme measures need to be taken now, not later. What we’re seeing is alarming. We need to ensure that
funding for the environmental programs instituted by the state are put where needed. Please write to the governor and
demand funding for more forest rangers and educational efforts to preserve our more than 2.6 million acres of forest
preserve in the Adirondacks.
Submitted by Liza Mundy
Thanks To Serokas For Regatta Watch And Picnic
A gorgeous day and a beautiful site along the banks of
the Susquehanna River at what could be called "Seroka River
Park”. Our grateful thanks to Joe and Jean for inviting us to
watch the canoe race and have a picnic on their property. Jean
brought picnic supplies in the morning, helped set up, and then
returned home to be with Joe. Later that afternoon, when we
returned items, Joe was sitting out on their porch and some of
us had a chance to say hello. We also thank Bob Ciganek and
Al Martel for the work they did in clearing and cutting brush,
weeds, vines, and flood debris from the roadway and around
the property.
Submitted by Aleda Koehn
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Spring 2022 Trip Reports*

*All ADK hike trip reports, along with many photos, can be accessed at our website:

https://susqadk.org/
category/trip-reports/. The following are some of the outings we enjoyed together over the spring months:
to where we started for a total of 3.2 miles. Several
people remarked that they hadn’t been on this hike before
and were very happy they came.
By Sarah Patterson

Fortin Park - March 29
The weather was cold and breezy, the conversation warm
and friendly for the 13 ADKers who walked along the
perimeter of the snow-covered fields at Fortin Park on
Tuesday, March 29, 2022. We heard at least one

SUCO College Camp - April 10
On Sunday, 12 hikers explored portions of the yellow,
green, and red trails at SUNY Oneonta’s College camp.
Throughout the 1.5-mile hike, we experienced all the
typical weather our region has to offer in the month of
April – snow, wind, blue skies and sunshine. Due to the

PHOTO CREDIT: SCOTT FIELDER

Cardinal, a Tufted Titmouse, some Chickadees and
sparrows and a number of other birds singing; saw a bat
house; noticed 2 Canada Geese flying low across the field
in front of us; and watched 5 Common Mergansers
rapidly moving down the Susquehanna River near where
the swollen Charlotte Creek emptied into it.
By Barbara Baumann

recent rain storms in our area, the streams were flowing
and the trails were soft in some areas. We also had the
chance to view the old tow bar foundations for the former
ski center on the property. For all of us, this was the first
time we’ve been to College Camp since the COVID-19
pandemic began, and we were excited to check this hike
off the Otsego Outdoors Spring Octet.
By Jared Stanley

Clark Tower - Cooperstown - April 5
We had twenty-two people sign up for the hike to Clark
Tower and we welcomed a guest, and potential new
member, Carol. The day started chilly but warmed up
quickly as the sun came
out. We hiked up the old
carriage road and made
the left up to the Tower
where Ambrose Clark’s
favorite dog and favorite
horse are buried. Lucille
reminded us that Mr.
Clark is there, too! We
continued on an old
carriage road and
followed a modified
version of the trail on the
AllTrails app. We saw
the old water tank, had a
small agility test
PHOTO CREDIT: JANICE DOWNIE
crossing a wet section
PHOTO CREDIT: JANICE DOWNIE
and took in the many little
waterfalls made by the several beaver dams. We
traversed to the lower carriage road and followed it back

Homer Folks State Forest - April 12
Twenty intrepid
hikers agreed to
the “rain or shine”
provision for our
hike through
Homer Folks State
Forest in Oneonta
on April 12th.
Luckily, the rain
was barely a
sprinkle as we
PHOTO CREDIT: JANICE DOWNIE
headed up toward
the water towers,
and the sun came out pretty quickly, with nice patches of
blue sky. We headed first toward the stone circle,
followed the ridge top, and then circled down the far side
toward the double track. Three people chose to return
along that trail as the footing is so much easier. The rest
of us crossed over the main track, following the winding
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and “rooty”, but lovely, bike trail that leads back along
the far side of the water towers. The air smelled like
spring, although nothing was blooming yet on the forest
floor. We finished up with the woods trail that loops near
the power line, before meeting up with the other three
hikers just as they descended toward the parking area.
The hike was about 3.5-4.0 miles, and lasted almost two
hours.
By Jendy Murphy and Paul Wehren

more minutes of walking. Weather was perfect for the
hike, sunny and spring-time warm.
By Tom Austin

Oneonta Greenway - May 10
On May 10th, seventeen hikers showed up on a perfectly
beautiful day for a two and a quarter mile hike on the
Greenway. The pace was not fast as we wanted to
observe wildflowers and birds. We were not disappointed
in the variety of either. The following wildflowers were
in bloom: Dandelions, Purple Violets, both White and
Red Trillium, Cut-leaf Toothwort, Cuckoo Flower,
Forget-me-nots, Kidney-leaf Buttercup, Veronica, Trout
Lily, Strawberry and a patch of everlasting Pussytoes. We
saw leaves of Mayapple, Bloodroot, Canada Mayflower
and Starflower. More birds were heard than seen clearly.
Many of the bird songs were identified by the Merlin
App. They included Yellow Warbler, Gray Catbird,
Robin, Red-Winged Blackbird, Louisiana Waterthrush,
Veery, Chestnut-sided Warbler, Ruby-crowned Kinglet,
Spotted Sandpiper, Song Sparrow and Baltimore Oriole.
The hike was a multisensory-experience, with flower
sightings, bird sightings and singing, the feeling of
walking in piney woods, grassy trails, etc. and the
redolent aroma from the sewage treatment plant! All in
all, though, it was a wonderful day for a walk in the
woods.
By Scott Fielder

Gilbert Lake State Park - April 26
The weather was “iffy” but 19 ADKer’s were set to hike
the circle route around Ice Pond and Lake of the Twin
Fawns and return by the cabin colony – about 3 miles.
There was a bit of misty rain when we started but it was
mainly dry the entire trip. We had permission to use the

Mount Utsayantha - May 17
On May 17th, seventeen hardy ADK hikers went up Mt.
Utsayantha in the village of Stamford. This 1 mile, 3210
ft. hike was challenging and invigorating. Many
members took up the challenge to walk up the fire tower.
The wind gusted and the temperature dropped, but we all
enjoyed a picnic lunch and pleasant conversation before
descent.
By Betsy Cunningham

PHOTO CREDIT: SCOTT FIELDER

“handicap” parking lot and access the trail by going up
from the lot and cutting down hill to join the main ponds
trail. We encountered some blown down and fallen trees
as result of the heavy snow fall on April 19. This hike
was one of the Otsego Outdoors Octet Challenge
activities that some were working on. A mix-up in
information resulted in two hikers taking a different turn
and walking much longer than they intended. Again, a
reminder to trip leaders of the importance of clear
information among the group and the problems that can
occur when the group divides. We are looking into the
purchase of walkie-talkies to use on hikes that could help
us communicate as necessary.
By Aleda Koehn

Windswept Acres, Delancey - June 7
Nineteen hikers met at Windswept
Acres to walk 3.2 miles through
wooded areas and beautiful
meadows. The trails are wellmaintained and provide many hours
of enjoyment to people and their
horses. We saw tiny toads and
colorful wildflowers. Some hikers
enjoyed eating their lunch among
the flower gardens. We were
fortunate to have clear skies and a
persistent breeze to cool us as we
shared our stories and the love of
our great outdoors.

Finger Lakes Trail - May 3
Twenty-two ADKers walked a portion of the Finger
Lakes Trail near the Cannonsville Reservoir, a total of 2.5
mi. out and back. Ten people continued on for another
short distance in the opposite direction, adding about 20
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By Roberta Austin
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Susquehanna Chapter Officers and Committee Chairs
Co-Chair:

Aleda Koehn
607-267-4586
akoehn40@hotmail.com

Co-Chair:

Bob Ciganek
607-263-5375
bandlciganek@yahoo.com

Vice Chair:

Open Position

Secretary:
Treasurer:

Roberta Austin
Tom Austin
607-435-8107
taustin12665@gmail.com

Membership: Lucille Wiggin
607-432-1022
lucillew@stny.rr.com

Conservation:

Outings:

Hospitality:

Liza Mundy
607-286-7609
lizaegloff@gmail.com
Al Martel
607-588-6945
almartel@catskill.net
Linda Pearce
607-432-8969
Lpearce42@yahoo.com
Diane Aaronson
607-432-9391
daaronson@stny.rr.com
Open Position

Chapter meetings are held the third Wednesday of the month,
September through May, at the Elm Park Methodist Church, 401
Chestnut Street, Oneonta (except where noted). Members and the
public are invited to our early evening potluck supper at 6 p.m.
(please bring a dish to pass, your own table service and mug or
cup); programs begin at 7 p.m., followed by a short business
meeting.
Adirondack Mountain Club annual membership dues are $50 for
individuals and $60 for families (other membership levels are
available, including seniors and students).

Communications:
Moira Beach
607-433-2832
adksusq@gmail.com
Website:

Jared Stanley
518-578-1554
jaredstanley01@gmail.com

Advisory Council Trustee:
Jared Stanley
518-578-1554
jaredstanley01@gmail.com
Newsletter: Betsy O’Brien
607-434-4359
obrienb52@gmail.com

Benefits of membership include:
•discounts on ADK merchandise
• discounts on ADK workshops and programs
• invitations to member only outings and extended trips
• reduced rates at ADK facilities: lodges, lean-tos, cabins, and 20%
discount on ADK trail guides, canoe guides, maps, campgrounds,
books and calendars
• membership in one of ADK's 27 chapters throughout the
Northeast
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